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KX343 - KX3 Holster Jogger
Collection:  KX3
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Titanmill  Pro Stretch:  93% Polyester,  7%
Elastane
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
Ultra-modern with a slim-fit design, the KX3 Jogger is perfect for those who
want to look the part while working. Slim jogger fit with reflective tape on
the back of the legs, Key features include detachable holster pockets for
added convenience, kneepad pockets, double rule pocket, cargo pocket,
and a built-in waistband belt.
KX3
Portwest KX3™ is a superior line of trend-led apparel combining quality
construction  to  the  highest  standards  and  technical  fabrics.  Key
characteristics within this collection include abrasion resistance, moisture
management  and  stretch  fabrics  for  sustained  agility  and  effortless
movement. All KX3 garments have been designed to fully complement each
other to allow a personal layering system to be built. A perfect solution for
modern workwear.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Standards
EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 0 (When used in combination with S156)
(Level 0 (When used in combination with S156))

Features
4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

Zip off holster pockets for added versatility●

10 pockets for ample storage●

Double rule pocket●

Slim fit design for exceptional comfort●

Adjustable waist for a perfect fit●

Reflective trim for increased visibility and safety●

CE certified●

Knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads●

UKCA marked●
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KX343 - KX3 Holster Jogger
Commodity Code: 6203431100

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
KX343BKRS Black 65.0 45.0 40.0 0.9200 0.1170 5036108348848 25036108837469
KX343BKRM Black 65.0 45.0 40.0 0.9400 0.1170 5036108348831 25036108837452
KX343BKRL Black 65.0 45.0 40.0 0.9580 0.1170 5036108348824 25036108837445
KX343BKRXL Black 65.0 45.0 40.0 0.9740 0.1170 5036108348855 25036108837476
KX343BKRXXL Black 65.0 45.0 40.0 1.0240 0.1170 5036108348862 25036108837483
KX343BKRXXXL Black 65.0 45.0 40.0 1.0300 0.1170 5036108348879 25036108837490


